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1. Dr. Ahmad
A
Yo
osuf Noorisstani
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man Hotak
ki
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Under Article
A
13 of the Structural
S
Law of th
he IEC an
nd IECC, the provissions
include
ed in Article
es 58 and 59 of the Electoral Law
L
and the technic
cal framew
work
agreed
d on betwe
een the ru
un-off election candidates and
d the Unite
ed Nation,, the
IEC dec
cided:
1. Recount
R
of votes should be carrried out in
n the follow
wing condiitions:
A. Gene
eral investiigation of electoral materials
m
inside ballo
ot box
 if the
e result she
eet copy does
d
not exist
e
inside
e a ballot box
b
or the
ere is
evide
ence of ta
ampering with
w the result sheet
 if the
e total num
mber of ballots
b
rec
corded on the resultt form ( valid,
v
invaliid, spoiled
d, blank) exxceeds 600
 if the
ere is an obvious
o
disscrepancy
y between
n the num
mber of ba
allots
recorded on th
he result sheet copy
y inside a ballot boxx and the one
obtained from the National Tally Center
C
 if the
e voter listt is missing
g, blank or
o there are
a 10 or more ID card
c
numb
ber logged
d sequentially
 if the
ere is a 50%
% discrepa
ancy betw
ween the number
n
off voters on
n the
resultt sheet and
d the num
mber of votters on the
e list of vote
ers
 if a ballot
b
boxx is broken
n or dama
aged to the
t
extentt that a hand
h
could
d be plac
ced inside the box or the sea
als are suffficiently lo
oose
that a hand co
ould be pla
aced inside the box



if two or more ballot box seals on the side of the box are broken or
show obvious signs of tampering; or the serial numbers of two or
more of the ballot box seals on the side of the box do not match
with the serials numbers recorded on the record of seal forms in the
ballot box
B. Visual scan of ballot papers
 If during visual scan of ballot papers (4 bundles), at least 20 ballot
papers are marked similarly or are not marked in accordance with
the procedure; ballots of this ballot box should be recounted.
2. Ballot should be nullified in the following conditions:
 If the marked ballots are not detached from the stub
 If there are marked ballots without validation stamp
 If ballots are not marked according to the procedure
 When there are ballots of a polling center inside a box ( ballots of a
different polling station in the same polling center put aside and will
be recounted for its correct station which causes a recount in both
cases)
 Similarly marked ballots: 15% of all obviously similarly marked ballots
per station will be included into the vote count process which will
equally include ballots of both candidates. All other obviously
similarly marked ballots will be excluded from the count process. This
15% of ballots will not apply to the cases where all votes in an entire
box will be excluded from the count process due to the following
reasons:
3. Ballot boxes shall be nullified in the following conditions:
 If a ballot box is not of the same type distributed by the Commission
for the run-off election
 If there is not any ballot paper inside a ballot box or none of the
ballots are stamped or all ballots are not marked according the
procedure or all ballots are obviously marked similarly or all ballots
are not detached from the stub
 If there are reports in the journal of the polling station about use of
force, occurrence of fighting and loss of control of the electoral
material from the electoral staff
 If the list of voters is missing or blank and at least 33 % of all ballots
are not stamped or are not marked according to the procedure or
obviously marked similarly or not detached from the stub
 If there are 10 or more VR card numbers logged sequentially on the
list of voters and at least 33 % of all the ballots are not stamped or
are not marked in accordance with the procedure or are obviously
marked similarly or are not detached from the stub
 If a ballot box is broken or damaged to the extent that a hand
could be placed inside the box and there is visual evidence of
tampering with the result sheet or ballot bundles





If two or more ballot box seals on the side of the box are broken or
show obvious signs of tampering or the seals are sufficiently loose
that a hand could be placed inside the box and there is visual
evidence of tampering with the result sheets or ballot bundles
If the serial numbers of two or more ballot box seals on the side of
the box do not match with the serial numbers recorded on the
record of seal form inside the ballot box and there is visual evidence
of tampering with the result sheets or ballot bundles

Missing and damaged ballot boxes


During investigation of ballot boxes that are missing or are broken or
damaged due to any other reason, all relevant information in the
possession of the IEC and reports or information from other sources will be
used.

The IEC decision with regard to the audit process, review of the audit check list,
recount or nullification of votes must be made in open meetings in the presence
of candidates, agents, and observers in accordance with Article 12 of the
Structural Law of the IEC and IECC.
In Opposition to the
Decision
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